
of Russ and rae on the days required. As we ministered
l»,^also worked with Pastor «••» to plan what he would
.̂ T?1* sisters and brother-in-law and to his church. We

left with the understanding that Pastor VB̂ » would fly with mm
to Philadelphia on Wednesday evening, and then Russ EbersoL

(nis wife), and I would drive down from Clarks Summit to
Pastor «••» would then return to his home and Russ,
'and I would stay overnight at Russ1 home and depart

for Bangladesh in the morning.

Thursday, July 20, 1989.

We arrived at the airport on time (in spite o£ a tire going
flat) and were pleased to find ̂ HP luggage there. PTL! The
flights . from Philadelphia to ew York (prop job) to London
(crowded 747 - cattle car) to Bombay (crowded 747) to Dhaka (not
so crowded 747 - Who wants to go to Bangladesh?) were all fine
and on time.

Our discussions with ••along the way were difficult (as
they were on the prior Monday) since she did not want to da
these matters due to embarrassment, guilt, and (we suspected) a
desire to not share all the truth. She v.as unwilling to sign th«
written confession (see Atch 2) until late in the evening when we
arrived a't Dhaka and spent more time talking with her (while at

son and daughter-in-law's apartment).

Through all of our discussions with *•» Russ and I both
have felt that it is highly probable that «* did_ engage
sexual intercourse with Donn but is afraid to say so. The more
we inquire the more she reveals, it seems, and we both (Russ and
I)- sense something else is yet to be confessed. She did say last*
night that she would ask Donn questions about her body and the
male body, and he. would answer them both in words and by
demonstration.

Friday, July 21, 198_9

Russ1 son (4MBMBK) and daughter-in-law MMH) met us at
the airport in Dhaka and took us to their apartment. _They fed uŝ
dinner, and we retired at about 9:30-

Saturday, July 22, 1989

We left for the airport at 6:30 AM, and had a fast (I)
drive by Abdul their driver. flfe was again (persistent!) trying
to get us to allow her to meet with her parents privately without
us present. We had asked her repeatedly to explain why she wanted
to do this, but she refused to tell us. Suspicious I She also
wanted to talk to Donn alone — perhaps to tell him what she had
confessed • to in hopes that he would not confess to anymore than
that.


